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Gratitude is most powerful as a response to the Earth because it provides 
an opening to reciprocity, to the act of giving back, to living in a way that 
the Earth will be grateful for us.    — Robin Wall Kimmerer

First Snow     Mark Cassino Photography, www.markcassino.com
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What Your Support Means to Pierce Cedar Creek Institute
Imagine your career goal is to use your college degree 
to enhance the health and natural biodiversity of our 
environment, but you’ve never picked up a chainsaw 
or driven a tractor. After spending the summer as the 
Institute’s Steeby Land Management Fellows, this isn’t 

anything Anna Miller from 
Grand Valley State University 
and Kelly Giles from Western 
Michigan University have to 
imagine anymore—handling a 
chainsaw was just a small
 part of their hands-on 
experiential learning!

Support from our members 
makes this and many other 
unique learning experiences available to the young adults 
preparing to be our future leaders, a workforce that will be 

challenged in ways we can hardly imagine. At Pierce Cedar Creek Institute, they not only 
learn how to apply the scientific method and to utilize the various tools of their “trade,” 
but they also learn that things don’t always go as expected and that the ability to adapt 
and adjust are integral elements of success.  

Nature has many lessons for us, and at Pierce Cedar Creek Institute we take advantage 
of every opportunity to learn these lessons. From our summer research program for 
college students to our ScienceStrong program that connects our earliest learners 
with the natural world, our goal is to inspire appreciation and stewardship of our 
environment with the ultimate goal of a healthier and more sustainable environment for 
all members of our “community.”

I know you hear from many worthwhile non-profit organizations, but your gift to the 
Institute and the opportunities it provides will make time fly, inspire new directions, and 
create memories that may just change lives!  You are an integral partner in our work 
here; we simply couldn’t do it without you and are grateful for your belief in our work 
and mission.

Executive Director Michelle Skedgell

This year’s Latesummer Night’s Green was a fantastic success. After expenses, your 
donations of $38,000 versus $36,800 last year are going a long way toward our vision 
to be a leading force and vibrant center for environmental education and research, 
resulting in awareness, appreciation, and preservation of the natural world.

I hope you can join us next year. We’ll hold it outdoors, as we did this year, and if the 
weather doesn’t cooperate, we’ll enjoy the comfort and beauty inside the Visitor Center.  

Either way, it will be a wonderful gathering of natural friends.
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Local Conservation Efforts

It is a 22˚F sunny day in February 2021. I trudge down the snowy path to Big Cedar 
Lake carrying my cross-country skis. I have done this many times in past winters, 
but this time is different. There are binoculars around my neck and pen and paper 
in my pocket. I am here to listen and look for five minutes at six different spots 
along the shoreline and six sites on land on my designated day to start Audubon’s 
Climate Watch Bird Survey. Although I will count all the bird species I observe, 
goldfinches are my target birds for the survey. They are on Audubon’s list of at-risk 
birds in decline due to climate change.

Each of my sites has to be identified by its latitude and longitude, which is a fun 
fact dictated by GPS. For instance, Big Cedar Lake is located at 42.5125˚N, 
85.3466˚W. In some places, I hear only white silence. In others, I count a flock of 
15 robins and watch them group around cattail stalks to feed and flutter. I wonder 
why they flutter. Could it be to keep warm? Remember, this is February! Seeing 
robins now is a promise of what is to come. They fly off into what I call the Cedar 
Bird Sanctuary, where the Little Cedar Lake inlet creates a year-round source of 
water and bushes for cover. No goldfinches.

The chaotic drilling of a pileated woodpecker clobbers my ears. About two to four 
pairs are living and nesting around the lake. They strike the stilled air with their 
deep wild calls just as their ruby-red crests contrasting with deep black and snow-
white bodies strike the eye. 

I glide over the entrance of Cedar Creek for my next designated spot. With their 
graceful necks arched—and as if they have heard me call them—six wild swans 
glide out into open water. Two are mute swans, and four are trumpeters. Their 
magnificent calls echo around the hills and summon a part of me that speaks of 
lives lived close to water and sky. No goldfinches.

I ski along the northwest shoreline as a red-tailed hawk shrieks above my head. 
It could be the same one that will show up to hunt rabbits in the wetland below 
the house. The intensity of her voice personifies her perseverance in this season 
of scarcity. A blue jay yells a warning to all. A cardinal sings his love song from the 
top of an oak tree. If he can sing in this cold, the least I can do is stop and listen 
even when my fingers ache from exposure as I take my mittens off to record. 
Gwen Frostic writes that listening is a wordless communion. Listening in the cold 
is different than at other times of the year. Cold listening, as opposed to warm 
listening, has communion in clarity.

I finish counting the six lake spots and trudge back up the path accompanied by the 
musical twittering of finches. As I head for the six spots scattered around in woods 
and meadows, perky tufted titmouse and tree-climbing nuthatch calls keep me 
smiling.

My feeder areas are loaded with bright purple finches and slate gray juncos. In days 
to come, tiny redpolls with their red caps and black beards will convene in flocks for 
fly-by feeding antics. Turkeys will provide much laughter as they knock on windows 
and battle each other in the pecking order for deep snow treats that will help them 
survive the cold. These, too, are counted.

It is early evening now. The tall red pine stand on the hill next to the house emits 
barred owl calls. Walking slowly, I hear owl talk that sounds like “Who cooks for you, 
who cooks for you all?” I have shared many darkened hours with them and love the 
mystery of the night they help create. One red-bellied woodpecker and two downy 
woodpeckers search the bark of nearby trees in hopes of a hidden insect meal. 
Their drills seem softer as the sun descends. At both meadow spots, I hear lone 
chickadees and nuthatches but no goldfinch. With the sun going down, the birds 
are saying farewell to this day and going to their bed roosts. 

Climate Watch Birding by Barbara VanDyken 

American goldfinch in winter plumage    creativecommons.org

Goldfinches are on Audubon’s list of at-risk birds in decline 
due to climate change.                creativecommons.org

With intense listening comes a realization: I want 
to cherish each chirp, chatter, shriek, and drill. 
In this time of declining bird numbers, being a 
small part of halting climate change with my data 
is part of caring about creatures that fascinate. 
While I am counting birds, they are teaching me 
lessons in survival and song. If you are interested 
in becoming a Climate Watch counter, email 
Michigan Audubon Climate Watch Survey at 
mibirds@audubon.org.



 

Biological Field Station Update
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Art and Writing at the Institute  
This past summer brought two visual artists and a writer to 
the Institute. The Gordon Art Fellows were Sabrina Searcy from 
Valparaiso University and Kristina Katerberg from Grand Rapids 
Community College. The Nature in Words recipient was Ivan 
Reynolds from Grand Rapids Community College. 

Sabrina was interested in insects, particularly capturing unloved 
insects. She describes her project as such: “I created portraits 
of uninviting, annoying, and inconvenient insects and arthropods 
using watercolor to celebrate the beauty of creatures many people 
may ordinarily find disgusting or frightening. In doing so, I could 
create a space in which the viewer could see the creature up close 
and take in the animal as something fascinating beyond our human 
relationship with the individual species or the stereotypes they 

have. In challenging 
these negative biases, I 
want to show the public 
with my art that these 
creatures are worthy of 
existing simply because 
they are alive.”

Kristina works in 
multiple media, 
including photography, 
video, and sound. 
She describes the 
immediate aftermath of 
the COVID-19 shutdown 
as revelatory. During 
walks, she began to 
pay more attention 
to sunlight and the 
changes of life that 
happen throughout 
the seasons. Kristina 
states: “I wanted to 
understand how active 
listening could translate 
into a soundscape and 
how those months of 
studying sunlight might 
allow me to explore a 
more contemporary 
take on traditional 

Black Horse Fly (L) German Yellowjacket 
(R) by Sabrina Searcy

4 a.m. 
by Ivan Reynolds

Everyone staying up late went to bed; 
everyone getting up early isn’t up this early,
not even the crickets. For now, in this oak opening, 
under the inky purple sky, I’m watching for signs
or, better yet, some clouds and reasons to stop asking why. 
For now, It’s just me, this equisetum, and whatever God
I do or do not believe in that does or does not believe in me 
staring at each other in the silence. I’ve really missed you,
I, less awkward, finally crack, I’m drowning in noise 
searching for music, hoping you might teach me to sing. 
There came an apricot sky and the thrushes sang to me.

Quarantine 
by Ivan Reynolds

For a few months, we all huddled 
discreetly in our rooms while 
the world imploded 
and everyone pretended that they knew 
half of half the things they know now. 
Even then, the wind came, from the northeast
as it did today while I was walking past 
the tamarack tree, near the cedar swamp 
whose rose-bud cones couldn’t care less about 
the least of my concerns. I saw a cloud 
which bent down and whispered something 
into the ear of the cottonwood whose pollen 
carried the message to me. There is no 
bright line between our heavens and the earth. 
Yet, we are, all of us, reaching upwards for 
a bigger place to call world.

landscape art.” One of the most interesting things about her 
photography is the use of prisms, crystals, and other objects 
to reflect and refract the light before it enters the camera. The 
resulting photographs have an otherworldly quality where the 
sky can sit below the forest floor and images blur and sharpen. 
Her work also includes creating a soundscape composed of 
natural sounds interwoven into a complex auditory experience 
and a video that combines the striking images and sounds she 
collected over the summer with music.

Ivan is creative in many ways. As a poet and artist, Ivan wrote 
poems and created a couple of sketches for the Institute. The 
bulk of his work is a collection of writings structured as an 
encyclopedia. Encyclopedia, as he describes it, “a format heavily 
inspired by the book Encyclopedia of An Ordinary Life written by 
the late Amy Krouse Rosenthal. The thirty-or-so entries, composed 
of poems, stories, and written accounts, span from letters A to Y, 
acting together as a piece of fragment literature describing the 
intersections of memory, nature, and people. A mosaic, if you will.”

You can enjoy their complete work through their final reports. 
These are available at CedarCreekInstitute.org/research.Photography by Kristina Katerberg



 

Cedar Creek Scenery
Institute Awarded $39,000 for Oak Ecosystems Restoration 
In late August, the stewardship 
department was awarded 
$39,000 through the Michigan 
Department of Natural 
Resources (MDNR) and 
National Wild Turkey Federation 
(NWTF) for an Oak Ecosystems 
Restoration project to complete 
prairie restorations on 4 units, 
totaling 21 acres. This grant 
project was generated by the 
NWTF’s wildlife biologist Ryan 
Boyer, who collaborated with 
the Institute, other conservation 
non-profits, and MDNR regional 
offices, to promote oak 
ecosystems throughout West 
Michigan. This two-year project 
will convert previously hayed 
fields on the Institute’s property 
to short grass prairie. In the first year, the four units will receive woody and 
herbaceous plant control and will then be seeded. In the second year, hard and 
soft mast trees and native plugs will be planted.

The plant composition in old hayfields is often non-native with encroaching 
woody shrubs. Removing this vegetation through hack and squirt and broadcast 
herbicide application is the first step in preparing the site for planting. A short 
grass prairie seed mix will be drill seeded in the fall, enabling the native seeds 
to stratify over the winter months and increase their germination in the spring. 
In the second year, soft and hard mast trees that will benefit wildlife such as 
turkey and deer will be planted. Hard mast trees like oaks and hickories produce 
acorns and nuts, while soft mast trees like cherries and hawthorns produce 
soft fruit. Plugs of native wildflowers and grasses grown in the Institute’s 
greenhouses, which will enhance the prairies and kick-start the plant community 
establishment, will also be planted.
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Native Plant Workshop: A Three-Part Series
If native prairie plants, seed collection, propagation, 
and design interest you, consider attending the 
Institute’s native plant workshop series beginning 
in February. This three-part series will be led by 
Christopher Hart, a horticulturist from HartScapes, and 
Stewardship Manager Mary Parr. Mary and Christopher 
have extensive knowledge of growing native plants and 
landscape installation. 

• Workshop 1 – February 19: learn to grow native 
plants from seed through hands-on skills and 
techniques of seed collecting, processing, 
stratification, and sowing. 

• Workshop 2 – April 23: featuring a plant propagation lesson in the Institute 
greenhouse, learn about transplanting seedlings and site preparation.

• Workshop 3 – June 15: learn the skills of plant selection, design, installation, and 
maintenance to design a custom garden.

Space is limited, so be sure to register early; see page 11 for more information. Snowshoeing the Tall Grass Prairie trail at the Institute.

Winter at the Institute
While the coldest months of the year may not 
seem like the best time to go outside, winter in 
Michigan offers opportunities to enjoy nature 
in ways unique to the season. Plus, without the 
negative attributes of summer to deal with—heat, 
insects, and sunburn—winter is a great time to be 
in nature to enjoy the quiet and lift your spirit.   

There are many ways to enjoy the outdoors. One 
of the easiest is to go out hiking or trail running—
just be sure to dress in layers to keep your body 
temperature well-regulated. While you’re out, 
look for evidence of our animal friends. That 
could be tracks in the snow, squirrel homes up in 
the trees, or scat left on the ground. With fewer 
leaves on the trees, it’s also a great time for birds 
who call Michigan home in winter. The bench 
near Cedar Creek along the Cedar Creek Trail is 
a great place to spot birds and to take a quiet 
moment to listen to the water flowing.

If you are feeling more adventurous, try some 
of the other types of winter activities offered 
at the Institute. The hill behind the Education 
Building is a great place for sledding, especially 
for younger kids and those who like a short, 
steep hill that doesn’t take too long to climb back 
up. When there are at least six inches of snow 
on the ground, the Institute’s trails are perfect 
for snowshoeing and cross-country skiing. Did 
you know you can rent snowshoes at the Visitor 
Center? They’re just $5 for non-members and 
free for members! And, if you like to ice skate, be 
sure to check out our outdoor ice rink. Of course, 
all of these activities are weather-dependent, so 
be sure to call ahead to check our snow and ice 
conditions. We look forward to seeing you outside 
having adventures at the Institute this winter, 
especially at Winterfest on January 29; see page 
11 for more information.

The oak restoration project will benefit wildlife such as 
turkey and deer.  Photo by Roy Van Loo, Jr.



It Happened at the Institute
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Institute Hosts Program to Restore a Prairie
In September volunteers from the Michigan United 
Conservation Clubs (MUCC) and the Institute teamed 
up to start restoration of a native prairie habitat 
to benefit native wildlife and pollinators. The goal 
for this workday was to remove wood vegetation 
to prepare the site for prescribed burns and other 
ecological restoration efforts. Volunteers removed a 
hedgerow and other woody shrubs from the 5-acre 
field, using hand saws and loppers for brush and 
chainsaws for larger vegetation. With the woody 
vegetation gone, the field is ready for a prescribed 
burn in spring 2022. 

Stay tuned for updates on the project’s progress!

On the Hunt for Fungi Any Time of Year
Autumn is one of the best times of year to look for fungi. Wet and 
cool temperatures cause underground fungi to fruit (or produce 
mushrooms) one last time before the cold snap of winter. It’s no 
wonder National Mushroom Month (September) and National 
Mushroom Day (October 15) are celebrated in autumn. The 
Institute, as well as the rest of Michigan and surrounding states, 
experienced a bumper crop of mushrooms last fall. On the two 
Fall Fungi Forays hikes offered on October 16, over 15 different 
mushroom species were discovered and identified just within a 
half-mile of the Institute’s Visitor Center, showcasing the diversity 
of fungi found in just a small distance. Of course, the common 
turkey tail (Trametes versicolor) and violet toothed polypore 
(Trichaptum biforme) mushrooms graced logs like shelves climbing 
up a wall. Bird’s nest fungi (Cyanthus sp.) with small cup-like 
“nests” of spore-filled “eggs” and smelly Ravenel’s stinkhorns 
(Phallus ravenelli) popped up from the mulch of the Play Space, 
a common area to look for fall fungi. Brilliantly colored waxcaps 
(Hygrocybe sp.) of the golden and scarlet varieties dotted the 
grassy trails, earning their colorful namesakes. Shaggy mane or 
shaggy inky cap (Coprinus comatus) mushrooms showed off their 
conical-shaped, scaly caps as well as how they dispersed their 
spores in drops of inky, gooey puddles. One of the stars of the 
hike was the Jack O’ Lantern mushroom (Omphalotus illudens) 
clustered around the base of a tree. These bright orange, gilled 
mushrooms are so-named not only due to their color but also the 
fact that they glow-in-the-dark, just like the glow of a true jack 
o’ lantern pumpkin. If you missed out on this fungal adventure, 
don’t despair. You can watch a version of the hike recorded by the 
Hastings Cable Access Channel on YouTube: https://youtu.be/
jVfEnmSnXM8

Even though the best time of year to find a wide diversity of fungi 
is the fall, fungi can be found year-round—even in the winter! You 
may find older mushrooms of turkey tail covered in a sparkling 
layer of ice. Artist conk (Ganoderma applanatum) and other large 
shelf mushrooms such as reishi may appear especially prominent 
on the trunks of leafless trees. Chaga (Inonotus obliquus), a 
black, crumbly, charcoal-like mushroom typically confused with 
tree knots or burls, can be found bursting out of birch or other 
hardwood tree trunks. Winter also is a great time to look for lichen, 
which are partnerships between fungi and alga or cyanobacteria. 

The diversity of lichen colors and shapes are particularly 
conspicuous in winter when colors are noticeably absent in the 
gray and white-covered landscape. So, this winter your challenge is 
to look for mushrooms and lichen under the crust of snow and ice 
on your forest adventures. You may be surprised by what you find. 
Happy hunting!

Bird’s nest fungi Ravenel’s stinkhorns

Shaggy mane or shaggy inky cap Common turkey tail

 Jack O’ Lantern mushroom Violet toothed polypore

Be in the Know! 
Sign up for our Constant 
Contact emails and never miss 
a program or event!

Go to CedarCreekInstitute.
com/contact.html and sign up 
for the latest news and event 
information from the Institute.  
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Donors are Lifelong Advocates for Nature
Bill and Pat Stovall met during a protest. Pat was a part of a group 
protesting the purchase of property above Cedar Creek Dam to 
discharge treated water from a treatment plant. Bill joined the 
cause, and the purchase was stopped. The rest is history!

The couple continues to be an advocate for nature. They married 
and honeymooned on Fair Lake and discovered it has the most 
southern nesting pairs of the common loon. The couple again 
took action to help nature. Bill was part of a group that formed 
the Michigan Loon Preservation Association as a part of Michigan 
Audubon and served as board treasurer. Every year he contributes 
by putting floating nesting rafts on the lake with protective buoys for 
the safety of the nesting site.  

Today Pat and Bill live on 25 acres of woods on the Cedar Creek 
Mill Pond and help wildlife by housing and feeding birds for a living. 
They build and distribute wild bird products around the world—Bill 
builds birdhouses, and Pat boxes and labels them for sale with 
three major distributors. If you wish to learn more, listen for Bill on 
the Flowerland radio show a few times per month on WOOD radio. 

Welcome Board Member Dave Arnold
Dave Arnold is one of the newest board members at the Institute. 
He grew up on a farm near Constantine and is a graduate of 
Constantine High School and Western Michigan University and 
describes himself as quiet, diligent, and a good worker. Dave 
worked with the Hastings Area Schools for 38 years as a teacher 
and administrator. He and his wife Jane have three children 
and eight grandchildren ranging in age from 8 to 24. They enjoy 
traveling, playing golf, reading, and gardening.  He also used to 
be a very good bareback horseback rider and worked at a box 
company before attending college!

Dave was encouraged by a current Institute board member to interview as the First 
Presbyterian Church of Hastings’s representative on the board. He is happy to be on 
the board because he believes in the mission of the Institute and appreciates the 
dedication of the staff, volunteers, and patrons to make the Institute a viable part of 
caring for the planet. Dave currently serves on the investment committee. 

The Arnolds enjoy many activities at the Institute especially the virtual programs, A 
Latesummer Night’s Green, and hearing about the college students’ research projects. 
He looks forward to learning more about the future of the Institute: “I think the Institute 
will continue to work to build a vibrant community that promotes environmental causes 
and provides educational opportunities.”

Running and Walking for 
the Institute!
Sixty-three runners 
and walkers laced 
up their shoes and 
raised over $5,000 
at this year’s Over the 
Creek and Through the 
Woods Trail Run in September! While 
some participated virtually, the majority 
were able to join the in-person event 
on September 
25. Regardless 
of their finish 
time, everyone 
left smiling and 
looking forward to 
next year’s event. 
Thank you to all 
the participants 
and sponsors for 
making this event 
a success!

Supporting the Mission

When they’re not with the birds, both are very active with the 
Institute. “We feel the joy and fun of seeing the many successes 
in education, programs, food, and visiting with other members 
and staff.”

Films to Make a Difference
Started in 2003 by the South Yuba River Citizens League in California to give a human face to the 
environmental movement, the Wild & Scenic Film Festival is now a national event, reaching over 65,000 
people from nearly 200 communities across the country! On October 16, attendees, who watched the 
virtual event at home or the in-person event at the Hastings Performing Arts Center, enjoyed the films and 
came away inspired to make a positive change for the environment. 

Thank you, attendees and sponsors, for your commitment to our environment!



Supporting the Mission
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Burnham & Dells Advisors
LuAnn Buschmann
Russell and Barbara Byers
Robin Byrn
Mark and Gloria Cangelosi
James Carlson and Christine Hartzell
John and Barb Carpenter
David and Joyce Carr
Larry and Barbara Case
Gordon and Carol Casey
Eldon and Patricia Cassell
Mark and Pam Cassino
Mike Chaffee and Bonnie Covert
John and Barbara Chenault
Jason and Amy Cherry
Mark and Margaret Christensen
John and Tish Cohoon
David Coleman
Maggie Coleman
Coleman Agency Of Hastings
Commercial Bank
Connie and Chuck Corbin
Dillon and Abby Coss
Jim Cotant
Nancy Cotant and Louis Burroughs
Jim and Kate Coury
Andrew and Kristen Cove
Nancy and Gary Crawley
Creekside Vision and Hearing
Donna Crowl
Chuck and Pat Cubbage
George Cullers
Troy and Janine Dalman
Jim and Jennifer Daniels
John and Rita Danks
Bruce and Bonnie David
Ben and Connie Dawe
Jean de Mott
Theresa Debelak
Doug and Margaret DeCamp
Jim and Judy DeCamp
Pete and Barb DeDecker
Art and Dee DeFields
Jeff and Barb Denny
Anthony Derose
Ron and Donna Dillman
Caroline Dimmers
Michael Dimond and Diane Ebaugh
Sarah DiStefano
Eldon and Beverly Dodd
James and Eileen Dolbee
Douglas A. & Margaret E. DeCamp Foundation
John and Kay Doyle
Tom and Cheryl Drumm
Sandi Drummond
Mike and Michelle Duits
Tom and Carrie Duits

Greg Dwyer and Allison Hunter
Bill and Kathy Dykstra
Matt and Beth Dykstra
Randy and Jane Echtinaw
Jim and Nancy Eckert
David and Sara Edelman
Clay and Emily Edger
Edward Jones–Andrew Cove
Erin Einhorn
William and Brilsary Essex
Marge Faber
Cynthia Fadel
Laura Fenoseff
Joe and Yvonne Ferrara
Joseph Ficht
Jeff and Mary Fleming
Flexfab Horizons International, Inc.
Fred and Lisa Flower
Richard and JoAnn Fluke
Annette and Alan Freid
Elisabeth French
Randy and Madonna Froelich
Don and Marji Fuller
Nate Fuller
Mike and Diane Gaertner
Bobbi Jo Gamache
Alfred and Jean Gemrich
Ric and Roberta Gendernalik
The General Store
Janice Gerhart
Jessica and Bob Gilbert
Adrian Gillissen
Matthew Goebel
Florence Goodyear
Barbara Gordon
Grand Rapids Community College
Brandon and Tiffany Greenfield
Bill and Terry Gregor
Dale and Julie Grimes
Jeff and Heather Grogg
George and Marijke Guerin
Gun Lake Casino
Janet Gurd
Bob and Gail Guth
Keto and Katie Gyekis
Phillip Haack and Karen Ruple
Gene and Marjorie Haas
Rosemary Hahn
Bill and Sara Hale
Rodney Halonen
Scott and Sharon Hanshue
Brian and Stephanie Hart
Doug and Liz Hart
Jan Hartough
Haskin Electric LLC
Hastings Mutual Insurance Company
Jan Hawthorne

From the many hikes and family programs offered at Pierce Cedar Creek Institute to the summer research program for college 
students, donations from our members and friends in the community help us bring our mission to inspire appreciation and 
stewardship of our environment up close and personal. In an effort to recognize this support, we created the Pierce Cedar Creek 
Institute Giving Society. Legacy Donors are donors who have made a planned gift to the Institute. Annual Donors are who make a 
donation above the cost of a basic membership within a calendar year. 

Annual Donors listed here made a donation in October 2020 – October 2021. We apologize for any names omitted from the list. 

Legacy Donors
Amy Clay
Kensinger and Alice Jones
James and Adele Lockwood
Mary Pierce

Annual Donors
Doug and Norma Jean Acker
Michael Aderhold
Travis and Sarah Alden
Steve Allen and Andrea Trautman
Warren and Elaine Alward
Dale Anderson
Doug and Nancy Anderson
Jacquelyn Anderson
Larry and Susan Anderson
Dave and Jane Arnold
Jim and Mary Atkinson
Scott and Cheryl Atkinson
Mark Atma and Ruth Ten Broek
Joe and Diane Babiak
Frank Ballo
Todd Barkman
Joe Barr
Barry County Telephone
Marsha Bassett
Elizabeth Bauer
James and Judy Baurs
Jack and JoAnne Beertema
Berends, Hendricks, Stuit Insurance
Gretchen Bickert
Jason Bishop
Mark and Jana Bishop
Bill and Nancy Bivens
Lorrie Blair
William and Norma Blair
Jim Blake and Sheryl Lewis Blake
Debbie Blakesley
Dr. Scott Bloom
Jeremy and Laura Boge
Gerald Bolthouse
Susan Bond
Woody Booher
Joan Bosserd-Schroeder
Mel and Garry Bowman
Mike and Linda Boyce
Bradford White Corporation
Jerry and Deloris Bradley
Robert Brewer
Erv Brinker and Brenda Troutner
Jim and Donna Brown
Ned and Rita Brown
Elizabeth, Mary, and Maureen Browne
Susan Buckham
Cindi Buckley
Robert and Sandy Burnham
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Janet Hayter
Larry and Noel Hayward
Rick and Peggy Hemerling
Victoria and Brian Heney
Highpoint Community Bank
Margaret Higley
Dale and Diane Hoekstra
Ellen Holste and Todd Robinson
Daniel and Jean Holste
Eldon and Cynthia Homister
Nick and Nancy Hotra
John and Brenda Howe
Brian and Polly Hoxworth
David and Deborah Jackson
Jay Jansma and Cathy Hart-Jansma
Emily Jasperse
Craig Jenkins and Ananda Zaccanelli-Jenkins
Stephanie Jensen
Michael and Debbie Jensen
Andy and Pat Johnson
Carol Johnson
Tom and Kaye Johnson
Alice Jones
Bob Jones and Brenda Ostrander-Jones
Mike and Fran Jones
Martin and Cheryl Kane
Jeff and Sally Keller
Stephen and Marilyn Kesler
Freddy Kietzmann
Bob Kildea and Louise Poirier
Debi Kilmartin
Dan and Laura Kingma
Nan and Michael Kinney
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Calendar of Events
Giving Nature a Happy Holiday Workshop
Saturday, December 11  1–3 pm (in-person) 
Amid the hustle and bustle of the holidays, let’s not forget our 
furry and feathered friends. In this family-friendly workshop, 
turn trash into treasure and explore how to upcycle household 
and natural materials to add “flair” to your packages under the 
tree. Discover Furoshiki, the traditional Japanese wrapping, in 
place of traditional paper gift wrap and learn to decorate your 
tree not just for beauty but also for wildlife. Participants will take 
home their creations for more sustainable gift-giving this holiday 
season. Space is limited, so please register early. 
Members $5 | Non-Members $7
Family $25 (Please indicate the number of people in a family)

December Holiday Brunch and Concert
Sunday, December 12
Brunch seatings: 11:30 am and 1 pm 
1 pm seating is full. You may call to be put on a waiting list.
Concert: 12:15–1 pm 
Get into the holiday spirit with traditional brunch favorites and 
holiday music by members of the Kalamazoo Concert Band.
Member Adults $17; Children $9
Non-Member Adults $20; Children $11
The Concert is free and you do not need to attend brunch to 
enjoy the music.

Winter Break Exploration Kits (self-guided)
Friday, December 17 – Sunday, January 2
Stop by the Institute or your local Barry County library and pick 
up a free kit of fun, hands-on activities to keep learning and 
exploring during the winter break. Kits will be grouped by age or 
grade level: birth to 2 years old, preschool, early elementary, and 
upper elementary. Topics in kits may include but are not limited 
to snow science, treasure hunt map exploration, and winter birds.
FREE

January Storywalk Book:
Raven, Rabbit, Deer 
by Sue Farrell Holler; Illustrated by 
Jennifer Faria 
Join a little boy and his 
grandfather as they take 
a winter walk in the forest 
and explore animal tracks 
as well as greet their animal 
neighbors by name both in 
English and the First Nations 
Ojibewemowin language 
along the way. Then stop by 
the southside bathrooms of 
the Visitor Center for activity sheets to learn more about winter 
animal tracks.
FREE 

Registration is required for all events by 8 am on the day of the program.
Register online at CedarCreekInstitute.org or call (269) 721-4190 for more information.

December Storywalk Book:
Bird Count 
by Susan Edwards Richmond; 
Illustrated by Stephanie Fizer Coleman 
Young Ava becomes a community 
scientist for a day in her town’s annual 
Christmas Bird Count in this month’s 
storywalk book. Join Ava as she does her 
bird count and contributes to the nation’s 
longest-running community science 
bird project. Then stop by the southside 
bathrooms of the Visitor Center for activity sheets to learn how you 
can get involved!
FREE 

From Trails to Tales  (self-guided)
After visiting the Institute and reading our storywalk book, take a 
trip to your local library to continue your adventure! Each month 
the Institute and your local library—Delton District Library, Hastings 
Public Library, and Thornapple Kellogg Library—are partnering to 
bring you stories and learning opportunities around a particular 
theme: December’s is birding, January’s is animal tracks, and 
February’s is women scientists. Mention your visit to the Institute at 
your library and receive a small prize or activity with the books you 
check out! 
FREE

Forest Forensics Hike: Ghosts on the Landscape
Saturday, December 4  1–3 pm (in-person)
Forest forensics is the art and science of using landscape 
features to learn more about an area’s geological, biological, 
and human history. Join Community Program Manager Ellen 
Holste as she weaves stories of the past into the present 
landscape. In collaboration with MSU Extension, explore clues 
of historical influences in Michigan’s forests and prairies; please 
register through MSU Extension at https://events.anr.msu.edu/
ForForensics2021. Space is limited.
FREE

Stroll with Nature: Christmas for the Birds
Friday, December 10  10–11 am (Zoom)
    2–3 pm (in-person)
Learn which feathered friends spend their winters up north, how 
they stay warm, and what you can do to help them survive through 
stories, hands-on activities, and short strolls. Families have two 
options to attend this program: live-streamed through Zoom in 
the morning or in-person in the Play Space at the Institute in the 
afternoon. The program is open to all ages but is geared towards 
families with preschool through elementary-aged students. Pre-
registration is required for in-person programming and will be held 
outdoors except in extremely inclement weather. A recording of the 
virtual program will be available only to registered participants on 
the Institute’s YouTube Channel.
FREE
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Registration is required for all events by 8 am on the day of the program.
Register online at CedarCreekInstitute.org or call (269) 721-4190 for more information.

Lunch and Learn: 
Michigan’s Past, Present and Future Fauna
Friday, January 14  Program: 11 am–Noon  (Zoom and in-person) 
   Lunch: Noon–1 pm
Climate change, disease, and even humans are relocating our 
Michigan mammals from places they have always lived into new 
environments. Join Phil Myers, Professor Emeritus of Ecology and 
Evolutionary Biology and Curator Emeritus of Mammals at the 
Museum of Zoology at the University of Michigan, as he discusses 
which mammals are moving in the Great Lakes Region, why, and 
what, if anything, we can do about it. This program will be presented 
virtually and in person. A recording of the program will be available 
to all registered participants on the Institute’s YouTube Channel. 
Please register by Tuesday, January 11, to reserve a lunch.
Program ONLY: Members FREE; Non-Members $5 
Program and Lunch: Members $12 | Non-Members $17

Stroll with Nature: Animal Detectives
Friday, January 21   10–11 am (Zoom)
    2–3 pm (in-person)
Spotting animals in the wild can be tricky, but they leave plenty of 
clues behind if you know what to look for. Grab your detective hat 
and explore where the wild things are by looking for evidence like 
tracks, scat, and other signs left by our animal neighbors through 
stories, hands-on activities, and short strolls. Families have two 
options to attend this program: live-streamed through Zoom in 
the morning or in-person in the Play Space at the Institute in the 
afternoon. The program is open to all ages but is 
geared towards families with preschool through 
elementary-aged students. Pre-registration is 
required for in-person programming and will 
be held outdoors except in extremely 
inclement weather. A recording of the 
virtual program will be available only to 
registered participants on the Institute’s 
YouTube Channel.
FREE

Hearty Winter Stew Workshop
Saturday, January 22  1–3 pm (in-person)
Winter stews are classic cold-weather food—good for warming 
you up from the inside out. Join the Institute’s Chef Dan Belson 
in learning how to make hearty, soul-satisfying stews to help you 
survive Michigan’s bone-chilling winters. Explore how to make well-
balanced and flavorful one-pot meals while also varying your menu 
with regular, meatless, and gluten-free options. These recipes also 
freeze well, so you can look forward to stocking up your freezer for 
the coming cold months. Participants will be guided through step-
by-step recipe instructions, provided recipes and equipment lists to 
make the stews at home, and given the chance to taste each recipe. 
Space is limited, so don't wait to sign up for this tasty opportunity!
Members $25 | Non-Members $30

Science Storytime: (For)Evergreen Trees
Friday, January 28  10:30–11:15 am (in-person)
Each winter some trees lose their leaves, while evergreen 
trees keep green all winter long. But why? And how? 
Discover the secrets behind evergreen trees’ winter survival 
and differences between evergreen trees through stories, 
songs, and engaging activities in this storytime hosted by 
the Hastings Public Library and Pierce Cedar Creek Institute. 
Although open to all ages, this storytime is recommended 
for toddlers through elementary-aged students. This 
program will be outdoors at the Pocket Park located along 
the Thornapple River just north of the Hastings Public 
Library. If the weather is bad, the program will relocate to 
the Hasting Public Library’s Community Room.
FREE

Winterfest
Saturday, January 29  1–4 pm (self-guided)
Join us for winter fun for everyone! 
• Build and test a cardboard sled or bring your own sled to 

ride on our sledding hill. 
• Rent snowshoes for a hike on winter trails. 
• Bring your ice skates and enjoy ice skating on the 

Institute’s skating rink.
• Make an animal track book and look for animal tracks. 
• Go on a self-guided lichen hunt, or sign up for the guided 

winter tree ID hike. 
• Warm up at the Chili Cook-Off
With so much outdoor winter fun, you won’t want to go 
inside—except for some chili! Except for the guided winter 
tree ID hike, this event is self-guided, but Institute staff will 
be on-site to answer questions and help with snowshoe 
rentals and activities.
Snowshoe rental: Members FREE; Non-Members $5
Chili Cook-Off: Members $5  | Non-Members $7
Children (10 and under) FREE
All proceeds from the Chili Cook-Off will fund the Institute’s ice 
skating rink enhancements.

Winter Tree ID Hike
Saturday, January 29  1–2:30 pm (in-person)
Ever wonder how to identify trees without the tell-tale heart-
shaped leaf of the redbud, mitten-outline of the sassafras, 
or hand silhouette of maple leaves. Join Allegan and Barry 
County District Forester Ben Savoie as he discusses the 
buds, bark, and branching characteristics necessary for 
winter tree identification. Please wear appropriate footwear 
to hike on rough terrain in winter. Space is limited, so please 
make sure to register early!
Members FREE | Non-Members $5

Calendar of Events
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Registration is required for all events by 8 am on the day of the program.
Register online at CedarCreekInstitute.org or call (269) 721-4190 for more information.

Calendar of Events
February Storywalk Book:
Mae Among the Stars 
by Roda Ahmed; Illustrated by Stasia Burrington 
Join us in celebrating African-American 
History Month and International Day 
of Women and Girls in Science (Feb. 
11) with this month’s storywalk book 
about NASA astronaut Mae Jemison, the 
first African American woman to travel 
in space. Be inspired by Little Mae’s 
curiosity, intelligence, and determination 
to reach for the stars and dance in space. 
Then learn about other women scientists–both past and present–
along our trails.
FREE 

Stroll with Nature: Snowflake Science 
Friday, February 4   10–11 am 
    2–3 pm (in-person)
No two snowflakes are the same. But why? Learn how snowflakes 
form, what is behind their unique shapes, how to catch a snowflake 
without it melting, and just some good ol’ snowflake fun through 
stories, hands-on activities, and short strolls. Families have two 
options to attend this program: live-streamed through Zoom in 
the morning or in-person in the Play Space at the Institute in the 
afternoon. The program is open to all ages but is geared towards 
families with preschool through elementary-aged students. Pre-
registration is required for in-person programming and will be held 
outdoors except in extremely inclement weather. A recording of 
the program will be available only to registered participants on the 
Institute’s YouTube Channel.
FREE

Candlelight Trails: Under the Snow Moon
Saturday, February 12  7–9 pm (in-person)
Take an evening to enjoy the quiet, peaceful sounds and sights 
of winter at night along candlelit trails. Named the “snow moon,” 
February’s full moon typically coincides with heavier snowfalls, 
which is ideal for wintertime activities such as snowshoeing and 
cross-country skiing. Choose a half-mile trail or a one-and-a-half-
mile trail that weaves through prairies, forests, and wetlands. Then, 
enjoy a grab-and-go activity kit and snack to wrap up the evening. 
Please dress in layers and wear proper footwear for winter hiking. 
If weather conditions permit, a limited number of snowshoes will 
be available. This is a self-guided activity, but Institute staff will be 
present to answer questions. 
Members FREE; Non-Members $5
Snowshoe rental: Members FREE; Non-Members $5

February Brunch and Program:
Stories from the Hiking Trail with Gail Lowe
Sunday, February 13  
Brunch seatings: 11:30 am and 1 pm
Program: 12:15–1 pm (in-person and Zoom)
Join long-distance hiking expert Gail Lowe as she weaves tales 
from the trails. Gail has hiked the Appalachian Trail twice, and all 
three of the “Hiker’s Triple Crown” trails—the Pacific Crest Trail, 
Continental Divide Trail, and North Country Trail. Her inspirational 
tales will motivate you to get outside and have an adventure of 
your own! 
Member Adults $17; Children $9
Non-Member Adults $20; Children $11
The program is free and you do not need to attend brunch to enjoy 
the stories.

Starting from the Beginning: 
Native Plant Propagation from Seed Workshop 
Saturday, February 19  1–4 pm (in-person)
Want to grow native plants and not sure where to begin? This 
is the workshop for you! Join Christopher Hart, horticulturist of 
HartScapes, and Stewardship Manager Mary Parr as they take a 
deep dive into all things seeds from seed collection and storage to 
how to prepare and sow different types of seeds. Participants will 
learn hands-on techniques and then take home seeds to practice 
and grow their newly acquired skills and plants. This workshop is 
the first in a three-part native plant series; see page 6 for more 
information. You may choose to attend one workshop or all three! 
Space is limited, so please register early.
This workshop: Members $20 | Non-Members $25
Entire Series: Members $55 | Non-Members $65

Virtual Herpetology Conference: 
How do we manage for herpetofauna survival? 
Friday, February 25  10 am–3 pm (Zoom and Facebook Live)
Today reptiles and amphibians, also known as herpetofauna, are 
among the most vulnerable species on Earth with one out of four 
species at risk of extinction. Learn about the threats that face our 
scaled and smooth-skinned friends and what we can do to help 
them survive from local herpetologists and scientists. Topics will 
include mudpuppies and their restoration; the rediscovery of the 
western lesser siren; the importance of vernal pools for amphibian 
survival; and much more! Don't miss this opportunity to learn how 
you can help! This conference will be presented virtually on both 
the Zoom platform and Facebook Live. A recording of the program 
will be available on the Institute’s YouTube Channel.
FREE
Donations Accepted—All proceeds will fund the Institute’s box 
turtle project.



Art Exhibits
Wildlife Artist, Roy Van Loo, Jr.

October – November 2021

I am grateful for what I am and have. My thanksgiving is perpetual.
 — Henry David Thoreau

Sandhill Cranes    Roy Van Loo Jr. Photography

As a lifelong Michigander, I am most at home photographing the state’s forests, 
fields, and hills. With the ever changing cycle of the seasons, the landscape 
is in a constant state of flux, and any location will change in appearance from 
month to month or even week to week. From the glory of a summer thunderstorm 
at sunset, to blazing autumn foliage, to the muted tones of a winter morning, 
Michigan offers the landscape photographer an ever changing range of 
opportunities. And just as the landscape changes, so do the details of the natural 
world—the ephemeral wildflowers, insects, and other small things. 

My photography uses a variety of techniques to explore the outdoor world. I 
make photographs recorded on film or digital media, with visible light or infrared, 
in color or in black and white. For each photograph I seek out a technique 
that fosters a sense of connection with the scene or subject. The collection of 
photographs on display at Pierce Creek Institute will explore the outdoors and 
natural objects with each photograph linked by the common goal of discovering 
and understanding the natural world. 

—Mark Cassino
About the Artist…
Mark Cassino is a fine art and natural history photographer based out of 
Kalamazoo, Michigan. His work runs the gamut from landscape photography to 
close up macro photography of natural subjects. Mark’s work has recently been 
exhibited in the 2021 West Michigan Area Show at the Kalamazoo Institute of 
Arts; Carnegie Center for the Arts 2021 Regional Juried Arts Competition in Three 
Rivers, Michigan; American Landscapes 2020 at the Maryland Federation of 
Art in Annapolis Maryland; Personal Landscapes at the Carnegie Center for the 
Arts in Three Rivers, Michigan; and Abstract Matters 2020 at the 311 Gallery in 
Raleigh, North Carolina. He is the author 
and the photographer of The Story of 
Snow: The Science of Winter’s Wonder.

To see more of Mark’s work, visit his 
website www.markcassino.com or 
come to the Institute’s Visitor Center, 
9 am–5 pm, Monday through Friday, 
February through May 2022.
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Roy’s framed photography is on display and for sale at the Institute’s Visitor Center, 
9 am—5 pm Monday through Friday now through January 2022. For more information about Roy’s 
exhibit see page 11 of the Naturally Speaking October – November 2021 issue, which featured Roy’s 
sandhill crane photo on the cover.

Glimpses of Nature—Photography by Mark Cassino

Uneven Three

Bad Axe Barn

Bloodroot

Expectation


